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What do we know about the Berry 
bypass in the North Berry Precinct?

• The route is to the north of Berry.

• It will broadly follow the horizontal concept alignment.

• There is scope to reduce the height of the design.

• It will pass under Kangaroo Valley Road.

• It will have two lanes in each direction.

• Ramps will connect to Kangaroo Valley Road.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The highway will be at various distances from North Street, depending on where along North Street you are
We aren’t sure yet exactly where that will be in any given location but it will be close to the horizontal concept alignment 
We aren’t sure yet exactly how high any noise wall and embankment combination will be -  but are working hard to tie down some of these unknowns, and we believe some great gains are possible particularly in the height.




What you have told us so far you 
value.

• A sense of community.
• A rural setting.
• Connectivity to the recreational area.
• Good use of public space.
• Escarpment views.
• Peace and quiet.
• No flooding issues.
• Retention of property values.

• What else?
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Presentation Notes
We want to let you know that we realise you are after a good outcome. That outcome will vary depending on your place along the road, and in life.
We’re not expecting to ask Berry NOW for a set of design solutions, or a ‘concept of place’ BUT
The RTA would like to ask for your help, we’d like to ask for your input. We’d like that input soon, so that it can go into the environmental assessment. 
Why ? Then we can publish something that already has the community involved and input, rather than an RTA design to comment on at the exhibition stage.

Is this the right thing to do ?



How can we achieve a good 
outcome?

To produce a good outcome we need to engage the North 
Berry Precinct in a design process that:

• Identifies resident and stakeholder concerns.
• Identifies resident and stakeholder visions.
• Discusses design ideas for streets, public spaces, recreation 
areas, facilities, noise barriers, fences, paths, landscapes etc.
• Develops design principles and a Master Plan for the North 
Berry Precinct.For c
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Presentation Notes
How can we reach an outcome that delivers what Berry wants from this project ? 

We want to ask you now.
We would like to speak to residents directly, individually and as a group. Starting with individual meetings.
We’ have had workshops previously – we’d like your input on how this might work for the residents in the north Berry precinct – they could look at what the design might be, how to retain what there is now and to improve what might come.

Asking also who else should be involved ? Council ? Bicycle Users’ Group (BUG) ? The Church ? Historical Society ? Sporting Groups ? Community groups ?



What could the design process 
include?

The design process could include:
• Individual resident meetings with the design team.
• A series of facilitated specialist design workshops covering;

– Issues identification

– Visions & opportunities
– Producing Master Plan ideas

It would also need to address;
– Technical design issues.

– Council’s plan for Berry including a Pedestrian and Access 
Mobility Plan.
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Presentation Notes
Individual meetings with North Street and George Street residents
Engaging a specialist facilitator and urban design experts
Interviews 31/10 to 4/11
First Workshop 9/11, 18/11, 25/11
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